Kentish Cat Society – 21/10/17
Mrs Di Brown
Many thanks to Helen Sean & Sue for the judging invitation, a well attended show and a huge
amount of effort had gone into the Halloween theme which it made it that extra bit special. I
was fortunate to have my very good friend Barbie James to steward, she is always good
company and is extremely good with the cats.
A.V. Imperial Grand Premier Neuter Female
Oly – Denny’s IGR PR GARIBALDI’S QUE SERA (IMP) (BSH a) FN 08/10/15. A super
British lady neuter, excellent type, strong and cobby overall. Round head with broad skull and
dear little round tipped ears set wide and fitting the contours of the head. Full fat cheeks and
well rounded muzzle, gentle curve to forehead, short broad nose with blue nose leather, deep
chin lines up with the nose tip and the bite is level. Gorgeous eyes, round open and expressive
with vibrant orange colour. Short strong neck, substantial and cobby body, with deep chest and
low hindquarters, short strong legs and round paws, tail with rounded tip to balance. True
British blue colouring, clear of ghosting and almost sound, coat really short and very dense,
just a touch soft in texture today. She was not very impressed with us but handed okay,
presented in excellent condition.
R - Power’s GR CH & IGR PR INDIANSTAR SUMARA (BUR c) FN 13/03/11. This lilac
Burmese lady neuter has such a lovely wicked look to her. Super short wedge with a very good
blunt finish at the muzzle and excellent depth of head. Rounded broad top with medium size
ears that are broad at the base and rounded at the tip, set to follow the upper part of the face
and with a slightly forward tilt in profile. Gently rounded forehead with distinct nose break,
short straight nose, deep chin lines up with the nose tip and the bite is level. Naughty expression
to eyes, large and lustrous, top line slanting to the nose with a rounded underline and set well
apart, colour chartreuse. Not the largest of ladies but she is very weighty for her size and her
body is well muscled with chest rounded in profile, slender legs and neat paws, tail of medium
thickness to balance. Paler dove grey colouring with a hint of pink but also has a very slight
fawn-ish overtone in places today, changing coat perhaps? colour darker on the extremities
with light shading to the body and clear coated, with a paler tummy. Gorgeous texture to coat,
particularly for a female neuter, short and close with glossy satin-like feel to it. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
3rd – Patey’s IGR PR SILVERSMOKE ELLY MAY (ABY o) FN 22/04/10. A good size
girl of lovely type and rich colouring. Moderate wedge which tapers nicely to a rounded muzzle
that shows a very slight indentation, very good width to the top of head and a gently rounded
brow, ears large pricked, set well apart and to follow the lines of the wedge. Profile shows
slight nose break, chin is firm and the bite is level. Large expressive rounded almond eyes, set
well apart, paler hazel in colour. Weighty body of medium length with rounded rib cage,
tummy line a little rotund, proportionate slender legs and neat oval paws, tail tapers well and
balances the body length. Gorgeous colouring, a lustrous copper ticked with chocolate and
with bright apricot undercoat, minimal dorsal line, chocolate tracings to the face and over the
top of the head with darker tips to the ears, no barring to the limbs, tail with solid tip. Coat
length and texture excellent, short fine and dense, lying close to the body. Super to handle and
excellently presented

4th – Power’s CH & IGR PR INDIANSTAR SHIMILA (BUR c) FN 10/09/14. The same
stable as my Reserve, also a very nice lady with some very good qualities. Short wedge with
blunt finish to the muzzle, rounded top with good breadth between medium sized round tipped
ears which are set to follow the upper part of the face, gently rounded brow with good depth
of head, distinct nose break with a fairly short straight nose, firm chin lines up and the bite is
level. Large lustrous eyes, with good width between, perhaps a touch round but expression
better once she relaxed, yellowish in colour. Medium sized body with a strong rounded chest
and a well muscled feel to it, slender legs and neat oval paws, tail of medium thickness that
tapers to a rounded tip and balances the body length. Dove grey colouring, clear coated and
with the merest hint of pink, a little darker on the head ears and tail, also over the back the latter
shading gradually to a paler tummy. Short fine coat, lying close to body, glossy and satin-like
in texture. Excellent temperament and presentation.
5th – Campbell’s IGR PR SHANTAI KOJI (SIA w) FN 30/11/10. A mature lady neuter of
very good overall type and balance. Medium length wedge with good width to the top of head,
ears of very good size, nicely open at the base and set to follow the lines of the wedge. Profile
almost straight with firm chin and level bite. Oriental eye shape and set, colour very good for
depth but to nit-pick could be more brilliant in tone. Elegant neck line and a long elegant body,
the latter excellent for tone with a lovely trim tummy line for a female neuter of this age, long
slender legs and neat oval paws, tapered tail needs an inch to balance. Pristine white coat very
well prepared throughout and with excellent sleek close texture. A little shy but handed well.
Excellently presented.
Not placed: Theakston’s IGR PR TROIKA OKSANA (RUS a) FN 12/07/14. A very nice
lady for type and she has lovely bright green eyes, but she was lightweight and somewhat out
of condition, lacking muscle over the spine, her coat was rather long, showing a very distinct
ghost dorsal line, and the texture was not quite right today. Sweet tempered and easy to handle.
A.C. Oriental Grand Premier Male
IMP – Russell’s GR PR KAMIK THEACEOFSPADES (OSH n) MN 02/07/16. An ultra
stylish male neuter, not the largest of boys but all in proportion and he is nice and weighty for
his size. Strong medium length wedge with excellent broad top line and huge bat like wide at
the base ears, set very well but held marginally low at times. Snooty expression to eyes, well
shaped and set, colour a rather murky tone but some green seen. Strong profile, deep chin and
level bite. Long well muscled and firm toned body that is surprisingly substantial, long elegant
legs and neat paws, whippy tail to balance. Super coat, jet glossy black, short sleek and very
close-lying, sound to roots. A showy neuter boy who handled very well, excellently presented.
R – Jones’ GR PR SOULSTEALER KAMALI (OSH d 03) MN 20/10/15. Another very
nice neuter lad, he has very good type and is a really good size. Longer wedge with good width
to the top of head, ears large nicely flared and set to follow. Profile good, chin lines up and the
bite is level. Eyes oriental in shape and set but held wide with apprehension, colour a very good
bright green. Long weighty but elegant body, long legs and tail to balance. Attractive balance
between red and white, red patches show some light pattern – ticked based by the look of it,
white patches pristine and plentiful, in all the correct places and well over the one third
required. Coat length and texture excellent, very sleek and close lying. He is a very handsome
person but needs some self belief to let it shine through. Gentle natured and excellently
presented.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Grand Champion Female

GD – Collins’ CH ALEXSIAM HAUTE-COUTURE (SIA n) F 05/07/15. A dainty and
stylish lady of lovely type. Super head with broad top line and very large flared ears set wide.
Straight strong profile, firm chin, bite untidy but level-ish. Expressive eyes, oriental in shape
and set with mid blue colour. Well defined neck and a long very svelte but weighty body, long
dainty limbs and neat spoon paws, tail long and whippy to balance. Warm seal points with a
touch of brindling to the tail and under the eyes today, creamy tones to body particularly the
bib and tummy with some medium tonal shading to the back, thus good contrast. Coat length
and texture very good, short close and sleek. Not very happy, she appeared to be somewhat
outraged but the attentions of the amorous bloke next door, but handled well nevertheless.
Excellently presented
Cream Kitten
2nd , 1st & BOB w/h – Hawke’s ZENITH PHOEBE (PER f) F 29/04/17. A very nice kitten
for type and well grown. Round head with fullness to the cheeks and muzzle, broad top of head,
ears small, rounded at the tips and set low with long paler internal furnishings. Would like a
little more rounding to the forehead and the skull is marginally bumpy at present, deep stop
and a short snub nose with full pink nose leather and open nostrils, deep chin, bite just a touch
under which is fine but unfortunately it is also twisted, confirmed by the duty vet. Large round
eyes with orange colour. Excellent weight and substance to body, short legs with very good
bone and large round well tufted paws, short well furnished brush tail. Excellent coat colour, a
pale pastel cream with minimal ghosting and almost sound, coat medium in length with frill to
face and shoulders, soft and fine in texture and very well prepared throughout. Shame about
her bite – in every other way she was worthy of the 1st & BOB. Excellent temperament and
presentation.
A.C Tabby/Smoke/Cameo & White Kitten
1st & BOB – Parks’ LADYGEM CONSUMING-LOVE (PER n 03 23) F 06/07/17. A dear
little babe, promising for type. Round head with good width between her neat round tipped
ears that have amazingly long pale furnishings and are set well apart, nice full cheeks and
muzzle. Rounded forehead with deep stop, short snub nose with good full nose leather and
open nostrils, deep chin and almost level bite, skull still a little bumpy at present. Super eyes,
round and lustrous, colour still developing. Chunky little body, really weighty for her size,
good strong bone to her short legs, paws large round and tufted, dinky fully plumed brush tail.
Indeterminate brown tabby pattern with pristine white to face bib tummy and paws. Soft fine
baby coat with wispy guard hairs as yet. Just about the right size for my pocket and I would
have happily taken her home. Excellent temperament and presentation.
A.C. Exotic SH Self Kitten
1st & BOB – Daniels’ OWLETTS KENZO (EXO n) M 28/02/17. Very good type to this
older baby, not the largest of kittens for 8 months but all in proportion and with good weight
for size. Well rounded head with good full cheeks and muzzle, broad smooth skull, he still
needs to grow in to his ears but they are set well apart. Good stop with a short snub nose of
even width, nose leather a little reduced but nostrils fairly open, deep chin and almost level
bite. Large round eyes, excellent for expression and rich orange in colour. Medium length
weighty body, very good bone to short legs, tail to balance. Jet black coat sound to the roots,
medium in length, undercoat could be a touch denser but still has a lovely plush texture and
stands away from the body fairly well. The sweetest nature, excellently presented.
Golden Tipped Adult

CC & BOB - Terziliski’s KINSEY GOLDEN INTRIGA (BSH ny 12) F 01/12/16. This
lady was entered in my Ticked Tabby class in error and I initially wrong patterned her as she
is clearly a Golden Tipped. Fortunately this was changed before the slip went up on the board
and as there were no other Goldens present I was able to judge her as what she is. A very nice
lady with good size and substance for a youngster. Well rounded head though typically out of
kilter with the body size at the moment, has good breadth to the skull with fairly small ears
set well apart. Rounded forehead with a short neat nose, chin good and bite level, cheeks full
and muzzle nicely rounded. Round eyes open in expression and bright green colour. Good
weight and substance to a slightly rangy adolescent body, short strong legs and tail with
rounded tip to balance. Body delicately tipped with black tipping throughout with paler apricot
undercoat, coat short and has a hint of crispness to it, it could be a little denser but should
improve as the year goes on. An attractive adolescent who handled well, excellently presented.
Chocolate Kitten
1st & BOB – Tolhurst’s ADJULBR CINDY MINFY (BSH b) F 01/05/17. A well grown and
chunky baby for 5 months. Well rounded head with good breadth to the skull, needs to grow
in to her ears but they are well set. Good full cheeks and rounded muzzle, short nose, firm chin
and level bite. Large round eyes, open and expressive with rich orange colour. Compact and
cobby body with short thick legs and large round paws, tail with rounded tip to balance. Rich
chocolate colouring, there was a little ghosting to the sides, but this should go as she grows,
and it was impressively sound for this colour. Baby coat at the moment, reasonably short and
dense but very soft in texture. A sweet babe, excellently presented.
Smoke Kitten
W/C – Greenaway’s TIGATAILS CHERRY BAKEWELL (BSH ns) F 19/05/17. A very
nice kitten for type and well grown, but unfortunately she is a standard Black rather than a
Smoke as entered in my book. There is considerable paling down the hair shaft on the body,
but this is simply unsoundness, as there is no evidence of silver elsewhere in the places you
would expect to find it, on the face, under the chin, base of the ears and under the tail. Head
type is good with small ears set well apart and to follow the contours of the head, rounded
forehead, with a short nose, chin firm and bite level. Large round eyes with mid orange colour.
Chunky body with good short legs, neat round paws and tail to balance. Coat jet glossy black
but with the aforementioned unsoundness, a little long and soft in texture. A change of coat and registration should hopefully remedy things. A friendly kitten excellently presented.
Tipped Kitten
1st & BOB – Terliziski’s JULTER RAFFAELLO (BSH ns 12) M 23/04/17. An attractive
young male kitten with very nice head type, has lovely full cheeks for a baby and good breadth
to the skull, with small round tipped ears set well apart, rounded forehead, short fat nose with
brick red nose leather, good chin and bite, muzzle well rounded. Round eyes, open in
expression, colour still developing but a good green coming through. Body rather long and
lanky at the moment, needs to fill out but is a good weight for his size, medium length legs
reasonably well boned, medium length tail with rounded tip. Coat is a little long but is quite
crisp in texture, with even medium tipping overall. Handled well and was excellently presented.
Golden Tipped Kitten
1st & BOB – Wilkinson’s ABALUKI DANMOSO DEVIATION (BSH ny 12) F 22/03/17.
A nice big girl for 6 months and good for type. Rounded head with good width between small
round tipped ears that are set well apart, gentle curve to forehead with a short broad nose, chin
lines up and the bite is level. Lovely eyes for shape and openness of expression with bright

green colour. Short strong neck, body really weighty and fairly compact with good depth to
chest and low hind quarters, short strong legs and medium length tail to balance. Excellent
pattern, even black tipping to body and the apricot undercoat is a lovely rich tone giving her an
attractive golden glow. Coat short and fairly dense with a hint of crispness to it. Sweet
tempered and easy to handle. Excellently presented.
A.C. Bicolour Kitten
1st & BOB – Pointer’s DACHCOMBE NOTHING TO LOSE (BSH a 33) M 08/04/17. A
beautifully grown kitten, a really chunky and cobby boy. Round head with good width between
medium size ears, good fat cheeks, tends to puff out his whisker pads and square off his muzzle
at times, rounded forehead, nose perhaps a touch long, firm chin lines up and his bite is level.
Open and innocent expression to his large round eyes of clear blue. Large cobby body with
excellent bone to his short legs, enormous round paws – he is going to be a very big lad by the
look of it, medium length tail with rounded tip. Mid blue points, pale body colour with light
tonal shading, Coat short and dense with a hint of crispness. Such a friendly boy, has the
sweetest nature. Excellently presented.
2nd – Tolhurst’s ADJULBR WHITE GOLD (BSH e 33) M 01/05/17. This very nice kitten
has the better head type of the two, but overall is not quite as well developed in relation to age
as the winner, although he is weighty for his size, and his points colour is not good for a cream,
which thus put him down to second today. Round head with broad skull, full cheeks and well
rounded muzzle, ears fairly small and set well apart, short fat nose, firm chin and level bite,
teething pinch to muzzle. Round eyes, opens them well, clear blue in colour. Medium length
body with plenty of substance, short legs and round paws, tail to balance. Cream points colour
very hot indeed – almost appeared to be red other than they have a “matte” rather than bright
finish, body almost white and unshaded, coat baby long and soft in texture at the moment.
Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
Foreign White Neuter Male
BOB – Campbell’s IGR PR SHANTAI SAMURAIBOY (SIA w) MN 30/11/10. A stylish
and elegant boy of very good type. Well balanced head, medium in length with broad top line,
ears large and nicely flared, set in line with the wedge. Slight dip to profile, firm chin and level
bite. Oriental eye shape and set, colour has good depth but lacks a little brilliance of tone.
Elegant neck, long weighty and firm toned body with super trim tummy line, long slender
limbs and neat spoon paws, tapered tail to balance. Pristine white coat, beautifully prepared,
short sleek and very close lying. Easy to handle, a very relaxed boy, immaculately prepared
and presented.
Also considered: Campbell’s IGR PR SHANTAI KOJI (SIA w) FN 30/11/10
Oriental Black Neuter
BOB - Russell’s GR PR KAMIK THEACEOFSPADES (OSH n) MN 02/07/16
END OF REPORT

